MLAS Release 2.5.11 Upgrade Alert
Assessment Work Reporting/Abstracts

Updates to the Mining Lands Administration System (MLAS) are tested and installed regularly as part of our ongoing efforts to bring you one of the most comprehensive mining lands management systems in the world. The following have been newly-implemented:

**Assessment Work Reporting Updates:**

- The file size for mining lands work reports has been increased to 500MB. Individual attachments still cannot exceed 100MB.
  - We recommend saving your draft after attaching all documents to large submissions and working from this draft if the submission is not submitted successfully on the first try.
  - If several submissions are required for one report, we recommend distributing the attachments among the submissions.

- An assessment work manager now receives an email if a submitted work report is rejected.

- The ‘submitted for’ client number must now be that of a holder of all provider tenures. This validation requirement has been added to the report submission, submit pending distribution, revised pending distribution and distribution of approved credits.

- A distribution of approved credits to mining claims is no longer blocked by a pending distribution.

- Mining claims can now be involved in multiple pending distributions. While mining claims can only receive credits once as per the [Assessment Work Regulation](#), they can now be used as providers, path-throughs or not receiving credits multiple times (please see the pending distribution fact sheet for further details).

…/2
Abstract Updates:

- The ‘work required’ field on claim abstracts now displays the remaining credits required to advance the due date.
- The ‘Assessment Assignment’ field on abstracts now shows the remaining allowed credit allocation.
- The ‘Exploration Work Reserve’ and ‘Consultation Work Reserve’ fields are now visible on all mining claim, lease, patent and licence of occupation abstracts.

For More Information If you have any questions about this matter call the Mining Lands Section at 1-888-415-9845 or email us at pro.ndm@ontario.ca.